English At Large Thanks Volunteers

For Immediate Release

English at Large (EAL) is a nonprofit organization that provides individual and small group instruction through a volunteer network to adult immigrants and other newcomers who want to acquire English language skills as they adapt to life in the United States. Our volunteers deliver on this mission every day; this year alone, 242 local residents provided almost 6,000 hours of service to 550 learners in 21 communities in Middlesex County. Through their efforts, local newcomers develop the English language skills and acquire the cultural knowledge they need to fully engage in their communities and fulfill their life goals.

Volunteer Appreciation Week reminds us to stop and say THANK YOU - to our volunteer Tutors, Conversation Group Facilitators, Book Group Leaders, Career Access Lab Facilitators and Mentors, Intake Assessors, and Testers, and Members of our Board, as well as our program and office volunteers. Your efforts, as EAL volunteers, support the journey of English language learners and make our communities richer in the process. You make a difference everyday!

We invite the community to join us in applauding the efforts to these wonderful volunteers:

Alane Airosus  Hee-Jung Chae  Margaret Fortier
Dean Aldrich  Monica Chamberlain  Chrissy Franceschelli
Parissa Alerasool  Jean Chapman  Barbara Freedman
Maria Anthony  Sojin Chon  Evan George
Liz Arimento  Zarqa Choudhry  Christopher Gerath
Matthew Ashby  Joyce Churchill  Peter Gimber
Geraldine Atkins  Peggy Claybrook  Christine Gordon
Leigh Ausband  Gabriela Clough  Leeza Grinenko
Tina Babalas  Judith Conroy  Sandra Hackman
Jeff Backerman  Ellen Conway  Jeanne Hansen
Alejandro Baez  Susan Corey  David Hegarty
Mary Barrone  Ellen Coyle  Elizabeth Henkels
Ann Bartholomew  Barbara Cracknell  Laura Henry
David Baskin  Sarah Creeth  Julia Hibben
Eileen Bauer  Hannah Crowley  Damaris Hoeman
Megha Bellary  Geraldine Cummings  Mary Hoffmann
Maureen Bennani  Thelma Dakubu  Nancy Hunton
Jeanne Berkman  Rita DeBellis  Kit Irwin
Brenda Bernier  Linda DeLaney  Joana Jankulla
Vicki Beyranevand  Arlene DeLuca  Amelia Johnson
Jane Biering  John Devine  Allison Kannam
Pam Borys  Ivy Donley  Susan Keane
Jim Boucher  Mark Donovan  Margy Keeping
Nancy Bowen  Luke Downs  Bill Kellar
Denis Bradford  Marguerite Dushin  John Keller
Tara Branch  Amy Easton  Laura Kelley
Phyllis Brooks  Barbara Eaton  Doreen Kenny
Marie Campinell  Negin Ebrahimi  Myrna Kesselman
Danni Cao  Meha Elhence  John Kimball
Coley Carden  Maribeth Eugene  Arthur Kress
Liza Carey  Ali Feinswog  Lorraine Krugman
Lorraine Carlson  William Feiring  Robin Kutner
Michael Carpenter  Vicki Ford  Melissa Lang
Christiana Lano Charles Murphy Kevin Spool
Sandra LaPerche Lauren Napolitana Geraldine Stack
Dorothy LaPerche Eve Nichols Howard Stoner
Lee LaPierre Ildi Nielsen Mary Street
Olivia Lazan Duke Oakes Julie Sussman
Deborah Leahy Lynne Osborn Lauren Szufat
Kent Leonard Colleen O'Shaughnessy Doris Tabor
Daniel Lewis Jane Palmer Natalya Tausanovitch
Nasrin Lin Samir Patel Jeri Taylor
Ludy Liu Natalie Perlov Abigail Taylor
Blake Lochrie Vinh Phan Richard Taylor
Joanne Locke Thomas Phillips Kena Thompson
Carol Long Elisabeth Piquet Marie Claire Turmel
Camila Lopez Valerie Plante Heidi Tyson
Elise MacDonald Cynthia Randall Sarah Unninayar
Karen MacKinnon Michael Ratner Donna Wainwright
Sheila Mahoney Sherry Reisner Gail Waldron
Myisha Majumder Olivia Roberts-Sano Denise Waldron
Mary Ellen Margosian Tyler-Jane Robins Mary Jane Walsh
Ana Martins Tom Roose Toby Ward
Amanda Mathiesen Matt Roper Frances Watts
Susan McDonough Deborah Rourke Jiaxin Jessica Wei
Ginger McGuire Keren Ruditsky Susan Weidman
Elizabeth McNamara Christine Ryan Arlene Weiss
Lynne McNamara Cameron Sacarny Diana Whealan
Loretta Melhado Bonny Saulnier Beverly Williams
Catharine Melhorn Maria Saunders Janice Wilson
Brian Merrick Ellenjane Scheiner Diane Winkelman
Tina Miller Amit Shah Maxine Wish
Judy Minardi Ashwini Shankar Carol Woolfe
Cheri Minton Hannah Shin Yan Xu
Gita Mithal Gordon Simons Sharmitha Yerneni
Kent Moffatt Somatra Simpson Diane Zagrodn
Susan Moore Jeyashree Sivasubramanian Maria Zeqo
Vicky Morville Joan Small Kexin Zhang
Hicham Mouhsin Marina Sorokin
Cathy Murnane Melissa Southwell
Contact
Maureen Willis, Executive Director
English at Large
800 W. Cummings Park, Suite 5550
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For more information about English At Large, visit www.englishatlarge.org